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VALIDITY OF OKAS PRINCIPLE
FOR RELATIVE COHOMOLOGY

Seiko Ohgai

In the previous paper[4], the author extended Kajiwara-Shon[3] 5s 
infinite dimensional vanishing cohomology theorem, which asserts that

(1) HP(P-A0) = O

for the cohomology of degree p < codim A —2 of the complement D — A 
of an analytic subset A of a pseudoconvex open set D of a vector space 
E equipped with the finite open topology.

Let F be a Frechet space and Of be the sheaf of germs of holomor- 
mappings into F. 云y고두百云最由이기〉the-study of F-gh心Ih由a 

morphic functions is not only to generalize the results on ordinary 
holomorphic functions , but also to contribute to the study of ordinary 
holomorphic functions on a product space.

In the previous paper[5], the author generalized the above results[4] 
to the category of the F-valued holomorphic functions ove호 infinite 
dimensional domains as follows:

Let E be a vector HausdorfF space and O be its structural sheaf- 
Let be a domain of E. A real valued C°° function y? on Z) is said 
to be — convex if there exists a positive integer no such that, for any 
integer n with n > tiq and for any n-dimensional C-linear subspace 
H of E)the Levi form of the restriction.(p\D fl H of the function 甲 to 
the n-dimensional domain D?\H has n — q + 1 positive eigen values at 
every point oi D D H.

In the previous paper[5], the author generalized the above results 
and proved the vanishing cohomology

(2) Hp({x € D; 9(£)> c),。勿二二 0

for any pseudoconvex domain 1入 for any positive integers p and % and 
for any g-convex function 9 on D.
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On the other hands, Kajiwara-Kazama[2] established the validity 
of the Oka5s principle for relative cohomology sets for pairs of Stein 
spaces X and analytic subset A for complex Lie group L modelled 
with Banach spaces.

The aim of the present paper is to extend the above results[2] to 
infinite dimensional domains as follows:

Let X be the infinite dimensional locally convex space with the 
finite open topology, D be the pseudoconvex domain of X and A be 
an analytic subset of D. Moreover, let Z be a complex Lie group 
modelled with a complex Banach space with the unit element e and 
Al(A) and £g(4) be, respectively, the sheaves of germs of holomorphic 
and continuous mappings in L, which takes the value e on the analytic 
set A. We prove the quasi-injectivity of the canonical mapping

⑶ i: 北⑷) - 애(4))

and infinite dimensionalize the Kajiwara-Kazama5s results[2]. The 
class of represented by coboundaxys of type of coverings, of cohomol
ogy set 琨(A)), is called the neutral element of the cohomology
set.

Main Theorem. Let E be the infinite dimensional locally convex 
space with the finite open topology, D be the pseudoconvex domain of 
X, A be an analytic subset of D} L be a complex Lie group modelled 
with a complex Banach space,湿侦(4) and 琨(4) be7 respectively, the 
sheaves of germs of holomorphic and continuous mappings in L, which 
take the value e on the analytic set A. Then the inverse image of the 
neutral element of the cohomology set H1 is also a neutral
element of the cohomology set /T1(Q,>4.£(A)).

Proof. Since E is locally convex, the family of convex open cover
ings of D is cofinal in the family of open coverings of D. We may 
exclusively discuss a convex open covering U := {Ut]i E 1} of D 
and a 1-cocycle h := {/知; 很 E 1} E 기(〃，人l(4)), for which there 
exists a 0-cochain g := {g「z € 1) € C°(W,££(A)) of the cove호- 

ing U with values in the coboundary of which is the cochain
h ：= {奴7；z, j G 1) e 기("顶乙。4)).
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Each gz is a continuous mapping of Ut in L with values the unit 
element e on the analytic set A and there holds,

⑷ h勺=g3 'g、 tTi U勺：=A U3

for each € I.

Now, we remember the construction of the locally convex C-linear 
vector space E equipped with the finite open, topology. It is nothing 
but the space SC explained in the previous papers[4,5]:

For any integers m and n with m < n, we regard the complex m- 
space Cm as a subspace

(5)皿

C — {z —(Z] , , Zn ) G C ； Zm+l = Zm+2 = * "，= = 0}

of the superspace Cn. Let 7rm)n : Cm t Cn be the canonical injection. 
We put

⑹ sc ：= U cn,
n>l

(7) D(n) :=DQCn

and, for any n > 1, denote by 7rn : Cn —> SC the canonical injection. 
We induce the strongest topology in EC so as each injection 7rn is 
continuous.

The C-hnear space EC is the locally convex space E with the finite 
open topology. Its structural sheaf is denoted by O, which is the sheaf 
of germs of holomorphic functions over SC.

We prove by induction with respect to a positive integer n the propo- 
sition Pn which asserts that, for any positive integer m < n, 난le re
striction of the 1-cocycle h to the covering

(8) "(m) :={WCm；z£/}
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is the coboundary 九㈤ of a 0-cochain i € 1} of the covering 
with values .in the sheaf Al(A) and that, for any m < n, each 

reax is an extension of the preceding
Since the convex covering is a Leray covering, we have the isomor

phism
(9) + l),4r(A)) 으 (거t),/・(4)).

By the assumption of the theorem, the cocycle
(10) 次+1)€中(〃3 + 1),後(4))

is a coboundary in the category of and by the finite dimensional 
results of Kajiwara-Kazama[이 it is a coboundary in the category of 
Al too. In other words, there exists a cochain ：= i盘 €
1} G C°(W(n + 1),4乙(A)) whose cobounda호y is the cocycle 水”= 

{"너」); 2 G /} G 가(以(n + 1),Xl(A)). Hence, we have

(11) 方 (허그) = 云宀厂\5바크)

in each Utf}Uj Q Cn+1. Then we have
(12) 疳')「?? =站"切

in each Ut Cl U3 (1 Cn. Hence the mapping defined by
g(3 :=疳1广】舟

in each Ut 0 Cn is a well defined holomorphic mapping of in 
L which takes the value e on the analytic set A Q Cn. Since it is 
continuously extended to a교 element of H°(D^n+1\ ££(A)) according 
to the above equation, it is also extended to an element 虹5너■】)of 

서⑴，■人乙(4)) by Kajiwara-Kaza,ma[2].

We revise the 0-cochain g(서」)by putting
(14) ”中)：=g?中如

in each U%「1 C 서」and
(15) fc(n+1) := {fc；n+1);i €l).

Then the coboundary of the revised 0-cochain is the said 1- 
cocycle 서''), what was to be proved.
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